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Conclusions

service deployment and systemic health proactivity in the context of population management.

The Capital Region has developed standard pathways into a computerized model for health services was developed and used in the transformation of the text-based prevention and treatment health services for COPD and Diabetes II. The plan & coordination module: "P&C"

Care Plan

The purely clinical plans are instantiated as standard care management programs with patient details, services per stratification level, and leaves room for self-defined optional services. The plan is shown in 3 explodeable tree levels in a Gantt diagram: The services are designed as standard placeholders for concrete services, to be modeled into searchable service catalogues, owned and managed by the different users with the individual providers. A diagram of service states and shifts between them was defined, and made documentable on a per-service manner. These service state shifts are the core formulation of the it support of the coordination problem. The care programs are formulated in a manner such that it is possible to concatenate the instantiated plans over multiple health conditions, and the system holds a simulated results window with measurement results stemming from the execution of services.
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